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agri-Saaten GmbH - Maschweg 105 - 49152 Bad Essen

terms & conditions of sale

This offer is subject to crop, to safe arrival, to being unsold, to alternation without notice, and to
the general terms of our catalogue. Agri Saaten GmbH

1. GENERAL
All information whether contained in our catalogue or given by our Staff and related to varieties, 
varietal characteristics or periods of maturity or fitness for any particular purpose or otherwise 
relating to performance of seeds is given for general guidance only. Variation in local or climatic 
conditions can render such information inaccurate. Buyers are therefore advised that any such 
information given to them does not constitute a representation by as to these matters and should 
not be relied on as such. Nor is any such information part of any contract between ourselves and 
any buyer. Buyers should satisfy themselves that any seeds which they order are of a variety and 
performance satisfactory for their requirements and they order such seeds at their own risk.
Buyers are advised that our Staff have no authority to give more than general guidance as descri-
bed above to Buyers and we disclaim liability for any advice given or opinion expressed by them. 
Such advice is followed, or such opinion, acted upon entirely at the Buyer´s own risk and is not part 
of any contract being ourselves and any Buyer.

2. DESCRIPTIONS
The descriptions in our catalogue are intended to serve as statements of what has been observed 
in the past and not as predictions of what can be expected under every set of circumstances. 
Figures and other dates given for maturity, size and other characteristics represent averages and 
are intended only for comparison. They can be expected to vary, even significantly, depending on 
geographic location, time of planting, climate, soil, cultural practice and other factors. We have 
tried to be accurate and consistent in complying with these descriptions and will find it a kindness 
if discrepancies or errors are called to our attention.

3. THERMS OF PAYMENT
Goods are invoiced net and accounts will be regarded as overdue if unpaid after 30 days from 
date of invoice and interest will be charged at the rate of 2% per month on overdue accounts. The 
Seller reserves the right to withhold deliveries under this Contract until all and any outstanding, 
payments have been received and reserved a lien upon – and the right to sell or otherwise dispose 
of all goods in respect of any such payments. Cheques, postal orders and money orders should be 
made to „Agri Saaten GmbH“ and crossed & Co. No receipt is given unless requested and is not 
valid unless on our printed and numbered form.

4. CREDIT ACCOUNTS
Due to ever increasing costs we regret that we are unable to accept orders of a total value of 50€ 
or less. NEW CUSTOMERS are requested to complete our Credit Application Form to give details 
of Bankers, Trade References, etc.

5. DAMAGE; DELAY OR LOST IN TRANSIT
Please advise us immediately and on receipt of all goods inspect carefully. If there is any sign of 
damages, sign `Damaged in transit` and indicate that a claim will be made. In the case of goods 
actually delivered damaged. Agri Saaten GmbH must notify the Carrier within 10 days of delivery. 
Customers are therefore requested to notify us Immediately by phone where goods are received 
damaged, and confirm by first class mail, so that the necessary claim can be made. In cases of 
non-arrival of goods, within 7 days of dispatch, advise the Carriers and us. That gives us time to 
lodge a complaint within the time limit prescribed by the Carrier.

6. PROPERTY IN GOODS AND RISK
Until paid in full, all goods supplied by us remain our property. Risk passes to the Buyer on delivery 
of the goods.

7. INSOLVENCY
1. If either party to the contracta) has a Receiver or Liquidator appointed of any of his property or 
business undertaking;
b) announces that he is ceasing to trade (other than for declared legitimate reasons such as retire-
ment, whilst continuing to honour all existing contracts):
c) fails to make a payment as due, suspends payment and/or notifies any of his Creditors that he is 
unable to meet debts or that he is about to suspend payment of this debts;
d) convenes, pause or holds a meeting of Creditors or;
e) being an individual trader commits an act of bankruptcy and/or is adjudicated bankrupt or 
makes any composition or scheme or arrangement with his Creditors or;
f) being a body corporate convenes calls or holds a meeting for the purpose of reconstruction or 
amalgamation by the making of an order or the passing of a resolution for winding up or;
g) the other party being a partnership if any of the above events occur with respect to the partner-
ship or any partner therein then:
- Notwithstanding any previous arrangements with the other party for deferred payments. The full 
or full remaining price for any goods delivered by the innocent party shall become immediately 
due to them and;
- the innocent party shall have the right without prejudice to any other rights and remedies 
available to him, to cancel and/or suspend or to refuse to accept any further deliveries and/or 
to terminate the contract at any time after becoming aware of any of the above circumstances 
providing that;
- when exercising any of the above rights, the innocent party informs the other party of his intenti-
ons to exercise such right or rights in writing within 28 days after the relevant occurrence.
2. Whenever any of these rights are exercised by the innocent party, the innocen party
will not be liable to pay any compensation to the other party.

8. CURRENCY FLUCTUATION
If the goods which are the subject matter of this contract are of foreign origin, we reserve the right 
to adjust the price payable by you so as to reflect any alteration in the value of the Euro in terms 
of the currency of origin of the goods between the date of sale and the date of presentation of 
documents. We also reserve the right to alter prices without notice in the event of any imposition 
of/or increase in any tariff or import levy.

9. CARRIAGE
All prices quoted above product value of 400€ are CARRIAGE PAID within Germany. Special 
delivery can be arranged but will be charged extra to the customer.

10. COMPLAINTS
No complaint under these terms and conditions of sale can be considered unless clear proof can 
be given that the seed grown and alleged to have performed unsatisfactory was in fact the seed 
supplied by us and that it was sown in suitable conditions, treated carefully and correctly throug-
hout and subject only to such conditions as were likely to produce a favourable crop.
ALL SEEDS are offered and sold for the production of consumer crops and not for the reproduc-
tion of seeds. No responsibility whatsoever can be accepted for any seed crops produced.

11. RETURNED SEED
The acceptance of the return of goods for credit where such goods are found to be surplus to the 
requirement of the Buyer is at the complete discretion of the Seller. Authority to return goods is 
granted by the issuing of the Seller´s CARE number. In no event will the return of such goods be 
accepted for credit unless they are returned, seals unbroken in the original packaging and in an 
undamaged condition within 5 working days of receipt quoting the original invoice number and 
CARE number. All goods returned for credit are subject to a handling charge which will be made 
known to the Purchaser at the time he requests permission to return them. Goods which were 
specially ordered cannot be returned for credit unless it is alleged they are not of merchantable 
quality.

12. RIGHT OF WITHDRAWAL OF THE SELLER
 The seller is entitled without compensation from rescind the contract or postpone the delivery 
if due to traffic jams, tTransport losses official measures or any other reason a timely delivery 
without own fault is impossible. The seller is also without compensation for resignation from the 
contract entitled, if / when the deal is serious doubts about the creditworthiness of the buyer 
and the latter the desire fails to meet advance payment or security deposit. This is true even if 
over-indebtedness or insolvency the buyer already at the time of completed the purchase. The 
performance should be later than 4 months after the contract respectively, the seller may request 
a reasonable increase in remuneration, if the conditions for price formation at the time of conclu-
sion of the contract are met not significant have changed.

13. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
The Seller warrants that the seed supplied shall be of the species and type specified in the contract 
and accepts liability for any damage resulting from any breach of this warrant. Except as provided 
above, in the event of any seeds sold not complying with the expressed terms of the contract of 
sale or any seeds of the correct species and type providing defective in varietal purity, the Seller 
will at this option replace the defective seeds free of charge to the Buyer in respect of defective 
seeds and this shall be the limit of the Seller´s obligation. Al liability is excluded for any loss or 
damage arising out of such use or any failure in the performance of/or any defect in any seed 
supplied and for any other or damage including, without prejudice to the totality hereof , any 
failure total or the resultance crop since such failure can depend on so many natural and other 
factors beyond the Seller´s control, save for at the Seller´s option liability for refund as aforesaid. 
In accordance with the established custum of the seed trade, any expressed or implied conditions 
are also excluded.
The price of any seed sold or offered for sale is based upon the foregoing limitations upon the Sel-
ler´s liability. The price of such seeds will be much greater if a more extensive liability was required 
to be undertaken. In accepting the seed upon these conditions the Buyer acknowledges that the 
limitation of the Seller´s liability is fair and reasonable.

14. FORCE MAJEURE
The Seller shall not be responsible for a delay in delivery of the goods or any part thereof occa-
sioned by any Act of God, action by any Government, strike, lock out combination of workmen, 
riot or civil commotion, breakdown of machinery, power failure of crop, fuel shortage, loss and/or 
detention at sea, or any other contingency beyond control. Should any of the goods be rendered 
unlit for delivery by reason of any of the above acts the contract so far as it relates to those goods 
shall be deemed to be discharged.

15. SEED TREATMENT
a) where at the Buyer´s request any treatment whether chemical or otherwise is applied to the 
seed, the Seller´s liability shall be limited to such treatment carried out in the correct manner and/
or in accordance with the instructions given by the manufacturer of the chemical in question and 
the Seller accepts no responsibility whatsoever for the effectiveness of such treatment or any 
damage direct or consequential which may result therefrom;
b) where the seeds have been treated by a liquid or powder to control pests or disease the purity 
and germination percentages are based on tests made before the treatment.

16. RAISER´S SEED
The Company gives no warranty or guarantee with regard to seed procured by it for resale from 
the Raiser or originator of the seed variety or with regard to the crop produced therefrom. The 
giving or sending of an order to us for Raiser´s seed constitutes and acceptance of this condition 
by the Purchaser who, if he does not this condition must return the seed forwith.

17. SUBSTITUTION
In accordance to the usual practice of the trade the Seller receives the right, in the event the varie-
ty is available to substitute therefore at his option a suitable alternative variety. If the substituted 
variety is not acceptable to the Buyer he must return it unopened to the Seller within 14 days of 
receipt, with any price paid and transport costs will be refunded in full. This sale agreement will 
then be deemed to be cancelled without any liability to either party.

18. ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS
The giving or sending of an order to us constitutes acceptance of all these terms and conditions 
by the purchaser, who, if he does not accept these terms, must return the goods within 5 working 
days of receipt of the invoice, quoting the invoice number.
19. THESE TERMS SHALL BE INTERRETED IN ACCORDANE WITH THE LAWS OF Germany AND 
SUBJECT TO THE JURISDICTION OF THE German COURTS.
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agri-Saaten GmbH - Maschweg 105 - 49152 Bad Essen

about agri

Dear business partner,

we are a family business located in Bad Essen, founded in 1998, Lower Saxony, Germany. 
agri-Saaten GmbH offers an exclusive range of vegetable and herb seeds.

Started as a retailer, the product range has been continuously expanded over the years.
Since then we do not only offer our own breeding and production of seed but,
through our franchises Ad Terram GmbH and Teal GmbH, also seed treatment solutions
and machinery.

We primarily address gardeners, farmers, seed dealers / wholesalers and agricultural coope-
ratives. Thereby special features tailored to the customer, such as individual packaging sizes, 
diverse types of treatment etc., are of course possible.

We look forward to a continued positive development together with you as Partners / custo-
mers!

Have a look at our homepage or contact us personally!
 

Andreas Müller
managing director

tel +49 (0) 54 72 - 977 00 - 11
fax +49 (0) 54 72 - 977 00 - 29
mobil +49 (0) 171 - 777 81 84
mail a.mueller@agri-saaten.de

Hendrik Müller
general manager & intern. markets

tel +49 (0) 54 72 - 977 00 - 12
fax +49 (0) 54 72 - 977 00 - 29
mobil +49 (0) 160 - 941 818 56
mail h.mueller@agri-saaten.de

Konstantin Müller
sales manager & product management

tel +49 (0) 54 72 - 977 00 - 13
fax +49 (0) 54 72 - 977 00 - 29
mobil +49 (0) 160 - 826 13 12
mail k.mueller@agri-saaten.de

Wolfram Müller
administration manager, ad terram, Teal

tel +49 (0) 54 72 - 977 00 - 14
fax +49 (0) 54 72 - 977 00 - 29
mobil +49 (0) 175 - 271 96 23
mail w.mueller@agri-saaten.de
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ad Terram  GmbH - Maschweg 105 - 49152 Bad Essen

Ad Terram

improved vigour
Your plants will mature faster, which will make them less vul-
nerable to abiotic stress.

better resilience of the plant
Our biostimulants improve the root system, which creates a 
higher chance of reaching water and better uptake of micro-
nutrients from the soil.

improved storability of crops
Growers and farmers experience that their crops can be sto-
red for a longer period while preserving high quality.

yield improvements
Optimum Biostimulants have a positive effect on both more 
uniformity as well as higher yields.

environmental safe 
Our Optimum Biostimulants are 100% naturally based pro-
ducts that are 100% biodegradable well within the specs of 
the Regulation (EU) 2019\1009.

With our Ad Terram GmbH we offer you our Biostimulant Optimum. A biostimulant is any substance or
microorganism applied to plants, seeds, or the root environment to stimulate the plants’ natural processes.
Benefiting nutrient use, efficiency and tolerance to abiotic stress, regardless of its nutrient content or any
combination of such substances and/or microorganisms intended for this use.

Why choose our Optimum Biostimulants?
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Teal „Seedshaker“
This machine is developed for 
processing samples for isola-
tion of DNA / RNA extraction 
out of seed and leaf tissue. 

With our Teal GmbH we offer you our high-end quality coatingmachines.
These machines are produced in the netherlands by Teal-Agrotech BV.

machines

LF Filmcoater
From Labcoater up to our big LF800,
all filmcoaters are perfectly usable for our coatings.

Teal

Teal GmbH - Maschweg 105 - 49152 Bad Essen

Wolfram Müller
tel +49 (0) 54 72 - 977 00 - 14
fax +49 (0) 54 72 - 977 00 - 29
mobil +49 (0) 175 - 271 96 23
mail w.mueller@teal-agrotech.de

contact
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Teal  

Teal GmbH - Maschweg 105 - 49152 Bad Essen

In addition to the machines, we offer you our ecological film coatings in all possible colors.
In the following we would like to show you the advantages of our coatings:

coatings

high binding capacity
Our Filmcoat Liquids’ friability is 
<0,00001%, even after adding up to 
30% foreign additives.

extreme fast processing time
With our Filmcoat Liquids, the total 
processing time of a batch of coat 
ready seeds takes no more than 90 
seconds. 

no drying process after coating
Seeds can immediately be packed 
after coating, which saves a lot of 
time, energy and money.

high dust reduction
The seeds coated with our Filmcoat 
Liquids are well within the Heubach 
scale standards required by the 
industry.

one coat fits all
Our Filmcoat Liquids are universally 
applicable on any seeds from flowers 
to vegetables to field crops.

completely biodegradable
Our Filmcoat liquids are completely 
biodegradable to hydrocarbon level 
within the standard set by the Euro-
pean Committee. 

applicable on all types of film-
coating equipment
You can use our Filmcoat Liquids 
on all types of Filmcoat Equipment, 
e.g. TeaL coaters, Rotostat coa-
ters, Continuous flow coaters, Glatt 
coaters and RDC coaters (KDC-100 
Filmcoat).

microplastic free, naturally!
Our Filmcoat liquids are complete-
ly biodegradable to hydrocarbon 
level within the standard set by the 
European.
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root vegetable

carrots  

Caravel F1
• Nantaise 105 days
• 19 - 21 cm
• cylindric roots
• very uniform
• high yield
• sowing rate 1,5 - 1,8 Mio. seeds / ha

Bengala F1
• Nantaise 130 days
• 20 - 23 cm
• good alternaria resitance
• high yield
• homogenous growth
• sowing rate 1,2 - 1,5 Mio. seeds/ ha

CA 678 F1 (trial variety)
• Nantaise 120 days
• 18 - 20 cm
• cylindric roots
• shorter homogenous roots
• good taste
• sowing rate (1,2-1,5 Mio. seeds/ha)

Our Carrot varieties have been developed
by our breeding company Carosem. 

www.carosem.eu

Calibra F1
• Amsterdam / Nantaise 90-100 days
• 18-20 cm
• bunching
• intense orange color
• also usable as baby carrot at a higher seed rate (ca. 7 Mio seeds/ha)
• bunching  1,5-2,0 Mio. seeds/ ha

All information  in this catalogue differ from region to region and we take no responsibility for it.
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Carrots 

root vegetable

carrots  

Calindor F1 (CA 12447)
• Nantaise / Berlikum ca. 130 days
• 20 - 23 cm
• strong roots
• high tolerance against Alternaria
• also for industry
• good storability
• sowing rate 1,2 - 1,5 Mio. seeds/ha

Calantis F1
• Nantaise / Berlikum 130 - 140 days
• 20 - 23 cm (longer than market standard)
• cylindric roots for slicing
• smooth roots
• biggest diameter < 4cm
• industry: sowing rate > 1,6 Mio. seeds / ha

Caltona F1
• Flakkeer type 140 - 160 days
• 20 - 27 cm
• high dry matter and carotene content
• very strong upright foliage
• very high yield and intense orange color
• smooth roots
• processing as cubes, sticks, juice
• sowing rate ca. 0,6 - 0,8 Mio. seeds / ha

Cariana F1
• Nantaise/Berlikum 130-140 days
• 20 - 23 cm
• longer, cylindric roots
• high yield
• good homogeneity
• industry: sowing rate 1,6 Mio seeds/ha

88



root vegetable

onions

Mika
• early - one of the earliest Rijnsburger in the market
• yellow - bronze
• uniform with fine neck
• storage until march / april

Saskia
• mid-late
• bronze
• strong foliage
• high yield
• storage until april / may

9

Donna
• late
• yellow - bronze
• strong foliage
• high yield
• for long time storage

Hoza
• very late
• yellow - bronze
• only for storage
• for long-time storage

Rijnsburger onions - yellow



root vegetable

onions

japanese & italian onions
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AGX 955 F1
• early japanes type
• 2-3 later then Lustar
• strong skin
• good yield

Dammika F1
• mid-early italian type
• brown skin
• long storage

Lustar F1
• early japanese type
• high yield
• strong skin
• standard variety for early sowings

Rijnsburger onions

Rolein
• early
• very uniform
• strong skin
• dark red
• for storage

Romy
• mid-late
• high yield
• dark red
• strong skin
• for long-term storage



overwintering onions

bunching onions

set onions

Red Glamour F1
• very early
• fine neck
• for earlier sowings from 25th august
• for the earliest market entry

Ibis F1
• established overwintering onion
• strong and hard skin
• high yield
• strong spring-development
• for later sowings from september
• for late market entry

set onions
• Lustar
• Griffon
• Sturon
• Kamal (rot)

overwintering set onions
• Radar
• Senshyu Yellow
• Shakespeare

AGX 206
• fast growing
• high heat tolerance
• easy to clean
• good shelf life

AGX 222 F1
• very uniform
• most easiest to clean
• very resilient
• high yield

11
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Vulcan F1 midearly variety
• excellent shape
• flat shoulders und smooth roots
• overall good quality
• high yield
• sowing march-may
• earliest harvest end of august

Victor F1 early variety
• cylindric, smooth white roots
• early harvest
• high yield potential
• high net yield
• sowing date march to may (in our area)
• earliest harvest mid of august

Countess F1 midlate variety
• homogenous, cylindric & smooth roots
• flat shoulders
• tolerant against glasiness
• low bolting
• sowing march-may
• earliest harvest end of august

Viper F1 later variety
• cylindric shape, smooth roots
• strong roots
• flat shoulders
• low bolting
• sowing march-may
• earliest harvest beginning of september

White Gem OP standard variety
• white-fleshed, semi long
• for early harvest
• high yield
• for fresh market & processing industry

parsnips

root vegetable

parsnips
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All information  in this catalogue differ from region
to region and we take no responsibility for it.



Alba
• 150-160 days
• 15-18 cm long
• conical roots
• fresh market and industry
• against rust and powdery mildew
• for long storage

Osborne
• 150-160 days
• long, conical roots, 22-25cm long
• survives short summer periods without rain
• for long storage

Olomoucer 
• 160-180 days
• long, conical roots 22-25cm long
• high yield
• for long storage

red beet

root parsley

Forono
• standard variety for the processing industry
• long & cylindrical
• combines quality and yield
• good vigor

Kosak
• standard variety
• medium length & cylindric
• safe yield for the growers
• is characterized by its particularly dark color

root vegetable

red beet - root parsley
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Omega
• very smooth roots
• high percentage of class 1
• a bit higher yield than aplha
• sowing time: march-april

AGX 1305 F1
• halflong type
• smooth and slim
• good quality inside
• less sensitive to bolting
• 25-30 cm long
• sowing time: february-may

Alpha
• high yield
• smooth roots
• easy to peel
• sowing time: march-april

AGX 123 F1
• halflong type
• smooth and slim
• no green shoulders
• 30-35 cm long
• less sensitive to bolting
• sowing time: february-may

Runder schwarzer Winter
• deep black
• round shape
• usable for storage
• sowing time: june-august

black salsify

radish

root vegetable

black salsify - radish
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Tasty Sweet F1
• mid-early variety -  75 days
• 21-23cm
• large grains
• reliable variety
• for fresh market and processing industry

Sweet Wonder F1
• mid-late variety -  79 days
• 21-24cm
• mid-large grains
• good yield
• standard variety for processing industry

Takeoff F1
• mid-early variety - 73 days
• 22-25cm
• tender variety
• very sweet & juicy
• perfect for fresh market

Sprinter F1
• very early variety - 66 days
• 18-21cm
• fine grains
• very good shelf life
• for fresh market and processing industry

Sweet Nugget F1
• earliest variety - 65 days
• 21-24cm
• large grains
• for fresh market and processing industry

sweet corn

sweet corn

sweet corn

15
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peas - beans

peas - beans

shell peas

16

broad beans

Optica
• early
• high yielding
• industry
• white fruit

shell pea Maxigolt
• midlate maturity
• large pod, 7-8 seeds per pod
• fresh market and freezing industry
• 90cm plant high
• resistent against Fusarium 1 + 2



herbs

basil - coriander

basil

coriander

Jantar
• late bolting
• high density of leafs
• for pods and open field

Genua Star 
• own selection
• genoveser type
• open field production
• winter production

Compacta
• dark green basil for pods production
• very compact
• convex leaf
• aromatic smell and taste

17
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herbs

parsley

parsley

Sombre
• midearly
• fine curled, mooscurled 2
• open field production
• high yielding and aromatic
• more dark colour

Gigante de Italia
• flat curled parsley with strong stems
• upright growth
• high yielding

Smaragd
• vigorous
• fine curled, mooscurled 2
• greenhouse and open field produciton
• high yielding and aromatic

18



herbs

dill - garden cress

dill

garden cress

Speedy
• fast growing
• high yielding
• intense taste
• small leafed

Mega
• high yield
• intense taste
• big leafed
• long durability

Annette
• medium green
• for pods and open field cultivation
• late blooming
• a bit more compact than dinos
• very dense

Dinos
• dark green top quality
• open field production
• late blooming
• dense and healthy

19
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herbs

spice & medical herbs

Rucola
 

Savory annual Satureja hortensis L. 0,5 - 0,8

Mountain savory perennial Satureja montana L. 0,8 - 1,0

Borage Borago officinalis L. 15 - 30

Terragon Artemisia drancunculus L. 0,2

Chervil Anthriscus cerefolium 2,0 - 3,0

Lavender Lavandula angustifolia 1,0

Lovage Levisticum officinale 2 - 5

Majora Origanum majorana 0,1

Oregano, Dost Origanum vulgare L. 0,1

Peppermint Mentha x peperita L. 0,06 - 1,0

Pimpinelle Sanguisorba minor 6,0 - 10

Rosemary Rosmarinus officinalis L 1,0 - 1,2

Sage Salvia officinalis L. 5,0 - 7,0

Sorrel Rumex acetosa L. 0,8 - 1,0

Chives Allium schoenoprasum L. 1,3 - 1,5

Celery Apium graveolens var. secalinum 0,3 - 0,5

Thai basil Ocimum basilicum 1,0 - 1,6

Thyme Thymus vulgaris L. 0,2 - 0,3

Hyssop Hyssopus officinalis L. 0,9 - 1,2

Lemon balm Melissa officinalis L. 0,5 - 0,8

english name botanical name tsw in gram

spice & medical herbs
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pumpkins

pumpkins

Blue Ballet     (organic) C. maxima S 1,5 - 2,5 85 grey-blue uniform, eine Hauptranke mit 2 Früchten

Dolcevera F1 C. maxima S 1,5 - 1,8 90 - 95 green Kabocha-Kürbis, dunkelgelbes Fruchtfleisch

Yellow giant C. maxima S 5,0 - 15,0 100 light yellow üppiges Rankverhalten, auch sehr gut zur Dekoration geeignet

Granite F1 C. moschata S 1,0 - 1,5 90 - 95 ocher Butternut, hoher Ertrag, gute Haushaltsgröße

Jet Set F1 C. pepo S/D 1,0 1,2 85 dark green hoher Ertrag

JWS 6823 PMT F1      (organic) C. moschata S 1,0 - 1,2 100 ocher Mehltauresistenz, 4-5 gleichmäßige Früchte pro Pflanze

Mini Musk      (organic) C. moschata S/D 3,0 - 5,0 125 green / ocher gerippte,flachrunde Früchte, kleinerer Musquee de Provence

Musquee de Provence    (organic) C. moschata S/D 4,0 - 7,0 135 green / brown deutlich gerippt

Oil-pumpkin C. pepo S/D 3,0 - 7,0 85 green / yellow Kerne zum Verzehr & Herstellung von Öl geeignet

Rabea F1 C. maxima S/D 1,5 90 red bis zu 4 Früchte/Pflanze, muss nicht geschält werden

Rouge Vif D´Etampes     (organic) C. maxima S/D 3,0 - 10,0 100 red flachrund, leicht gerippt

SAM Bicolor PMT C. pepo S/D 0,5 - 0,6 90 yellow / light yellow Mikrowellenkürbis, flachrund, gerippt, gut gegen echten Mehltau

Sunshine F1      (organic) C. maxima S/D 1,5 - 2,0 90 orange bis zu 8 Früchte/Pflanze, flachrund

Uchiki Kuri C. maxima S/D 0,8 - 1,2 90 red Standardsorte, muss nicht geschält werden, hoher Ertrag

Vegetable Spaghetti      (organic) C. pepo S 1,5 - 2,0 85 yellow Fruchtfleisch nach dem Garen in spaghettiähnlichen Fäden

varieties bot. names squash/
dec. p.

weight 
in kg

matu-
rity

color Beschreibung

Bischofsmützen      (organic) C. maxima S/D 2 -4 105 red / colorful 20 - 35 cm, auch für den Verzehr geeignet

Bush Delicata (Zebra) C. pepo S/D 0,8 - 1 90 white / striped green kürzere und dickere Früchte

Carnival F1 C. pepo S/D 0,8 - 1 95 yellow / green buntester Eichelkürbis

Coutors / Crookneck C. pepo D 0,5 - 1 80 orange gewarzte Keulenform

Indian Mix(S,M,L) C. pepo D 0,5 - 2,5 105 colorful mix 10 - 15 cm Größe M, Selektion S weniger geflügelt, Selektion L mehr geflügelt

Kamo Kamo C. pepo S/D 0,6 - 0,8 100 striped yellow / green Mini Tondo-Padana, deutlich ausgebuchtet

Crown - Mix C. pepo D 0,2 - 0,4 100 colorful mix 12 cm , krallenförmig

Mandarin C. pepo D 0,2 - 0,4 100 orange 8 - 12 cm, gerippt

Maya Mix C. pepo D 0,2 - 0,4 85 colorful ca. 10 cm, verschiedene Farben und Formen

Mini Red Turban C. maxima S/D 0,8 - 1,2 105 red / white 10-15 cm, rein weiße Mützen

Star Mix F1 C. pepo D 0,2 - 0,4 90 colorful 8 - 10 cm, sternförmig

Sweet Dumpling      (organic) C. pepo S/D 0,4 - 0,6 105 green / white flachrund

Warted professionell C. pepo D 0,2 - 0,4 90 colorful 8 - 12 cm

Aspen F1 C. pepo S/D 6 - 10 100 orange bekannte Halloweensorte, hochrund

Baby PAM     (organic) C. pep0 S/D 0,5 - 1 90 orange Pie - Pumkin, zuverlässiger kleiner Halloween für Kinder

Golden Wizard F1 C. pepo S/D 5 - 6 90 dark orange hochrund, Standartsorte

Howden      (organic) C. pepo S/D 8 - 12 105 orange klassischer, großfallender Halloweenkürbis, hochrund

Neon F1 C. pepo S/D 3 - 5 85 yellow / orange für kältere Gebiete, für spätere Aussaat

Racer F1     (organic) C. pepo S/D 4 - 6 85 dark orange flachrund, gerippt

Racer Plus F1 C. pepo S/D 6,5 - 8 85 dark orange Verbesserung von Racer F1 durch etwas schwerere Früchte &  Mehltautoleranz

Tom Fox      (organic) C. pepo S/D 5 - 8 105 orange rund, leicht gerippt

Wee-B-Little C. pepo S/D 0,2 - 0,4 85 orange Mini-Halloween, nur 10 cm
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pumpkins

pumpkins

Blue Ballet     (Bio) C. maxima S 1,5 - 2,5 85 graublau very uniform and excellent for cooking

Dolcevera F1 C. maxima S 1,5 - 1,8 90 - 95 grün kabocha-pumpkim, deep yellow pulp

Gelber Zentner C. maxima S 5,0 - 15,0 100 hellgelb also very good for decoration

Granite F1 C. moschata S 1,0 - 1,5 90 - 95 ocker butternut, high yield, excellent size for the household

Jet Set F1 C. pepo S/Z 1,0 1,2 85 dunkelgrün high yield

JWS 6823 PMT F1     (Bio) C. moschata S 1,0 - 1,2 100 ocker mildew resistence, 4-5 uniform fruits per plant

Mini Musk     (Bio) C. moschata S/Z 3,0 - 5,0 125 grün / ocker ripped, flatround fruits, small Musquee de Provence type

Musquee de Provence     (Bio) C. moschata S/Z 4,0 - 7,0 135 grün / braun clearly ripped

Ölkürbis C. pepo S/Z 3,0 - 7,0 85 grün / gelb kernels for consumption & for oil producement

Rabea F1 C. maxima S/Z 1,5 90 rot up to 4 fruits per plant, no need to peel

Rouge Vif D´Etampes     (Bio) C. maxima S/Z 3,0 - 10,0 100 rot flatround and ripped

SAM Bicolor PMT C. pepo S/Z 0,5 - 0,6 90 gelb / hellgelb microwave-pumpkin, flatround, ripped, good against mildew

Sunshine F1     (Bio) C. maxima S/Z 1,5 - 2,0 90 orange up to 8 fruits per plant, flatround

Uchiki Kuri C. maxima S/Z 0,8 - 1,2 90 rot standard variety, no need to peel, high yield

Vegetable Spaghetti     (Bio) C. pepo S 1,5 - 2,0 85 creme - gelb pulp after cooking in spaghetti-like threads

Sorten bot. Art Speise-/
Zierk.

Gewicht
in kg

Reife-
zeit

Farbe description

Bischofsmützen     (Bio) C. maxima S/Z 2 -4 105 rot / bunt 20 - 35 cm, also for consumption

Bush Delicata (Zebra) C. pepo S/Z 0,8 - 1 90 weiß / grün gestreift short and thick fruits

Carnival F1 C. pepo S/Z 0,8 - 1 95 gelb / grün most colorful acorn-pumpkin

Coutors / Crookneck C. pepo Z 0,5 - 1 80 orange warted, form of a sickle

Indianische Mischung (S,M,L) C. pepo Z 0,5 - 2,5 105 bunte Mischung 10 - 15 cm size M, selection S less ripped, selection L more winged

Kamo Kamo C. pepo S/Z 0,6 - 0,8 100 gelb / grün gestreift mini Tondo-Padana

Kronenmischung C. pepo Z 0,2 - 0,4 100 bunt gemischt 12 cm , colorful mix

Mandarin C. pepo Z 0,2 - 0,4 100 orange 8 - 12 cm, ripped

Maya Mix C. pepo Z 0,2 - 0,4 85 bunt ca. 10 cm, different colors and shapes

Mini Red Turban C. maxima S/Z 0,8 - 1,2 105 rot /weiß 10-15 cm, only white heads

Star Mix F1 C. pepo Z 0,2 - 0,4 90 bunt 8 - 10 cm, shape of stars

Sweet Dumpling     (Bio) C. pepo S/Z 0,4 - 0,6 105 grün / weiß flatround

Warzenmischung C. pepo Z 0,2 - 0,4 90 bunt 8 - 12 cm

Aspen F1 C. pepo S/Z 6 - 10 100 orange well-known halloween pumpkin, flatround

Baby PAM     (Bio) C. pep0 S/Z 0,5 - 1 90 orange pie - pumpkin, smaller pumpkin for children

Golden Wizard F1 C. pepo S/Z 5 - 6 90 dunkelorange flatround, standard variety

Howden     (Bio) C. pepo S/Z 8 - 12 105 orange big sized, flatround

Neon F1 C. pepo S/Z 3 - 5 85 gelb / orange for cold areas and late sowings

Racer F1     (Bio) C. pepo S/Z 4 - 6 85 dunkelorange flatround, ripped

Racer Plus F1 C. pepo S/Z 6,5 - 8 85 dunkelorange new Racer with mildew resistance

Tom Fox     (Bio) C. pepo S/Z 5 - 8 105 orange round, a little ripped

Wee-B-Little C. pepo S/Z 0,2 - 0,4 85 orange mini-halloween, just 10 cm

Baby PAM

Granite F1

Sam Bicolor

Indianische Mischung

Golden Wizard F1

Bush Delicata

Dolcevera F1

JWS 6823 PMT F1

Uchiki Kuri

Racer Plus F1

Maya Mix

Vegetable Spaghetti
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